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Summary

This report describes a number of improvements to the existing model for the
process of compaction creep of rock salt developed by Spiers and co-workers.
The process of compaction creep determines the behaviour of the seals of
crushed rock salt, the last engineered barriers of a repository in rock salt for
(radioactive) wastes.

In Chapter 2 the derivation of the original model of Spiers and co-workers is
followed except for some simplifying approximations. A comparison of the
model results is made with experimental data and a number of model
adjustments are suggested.

In Chapter 3 one of these suggested model adjustments is explored, and an
alternative model is developed. The results obtained with this model compare
favourably with the experimental data without the use of adjustable shape
functions as for the original model.

Preliminary investigations of the impact of the new model on estimated releases
to the geosphere of radionuclides from a repository in rock salt revealed striking
differences: with the new model the compaction of the rock salt seals was so
rapid that no releases could occur.

The striking differences between the results - in terms of releases from a rock
salt repository to the geosphere after groundwater intrusion - obtained using the
two models clearly indicate the need for further experimental research into the
end-compaction behaviour of rock salt backfill.
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1. Introduction

A repository in a rock salt formation is one of the options considered in the
Netherlands as a solution for the disposal of the long lived radioactive wastes
produced by nuclear energy generation. The safety concept of such a repository
is based on a number of consecutive engineered and natural barriers between the
radioactive waste and the biosphere. The radioactive wastes should remain
isolated from man's immediate environment for millions of years. Since the
effectiveness of the engineered barriers cannot be guaranteed for such long
periods of time, the effectiveness of the total chain of barriers will mainly
depend on the natural barriers.

In case of a normal evolution of a well engineered rock salt repository, the
radioactive material is released from the mine when the waste is directly exposed
to groundwater by the processes of diapirism and salt solution. These processes
are so slow that the isolation of the radioactive wastes is secured for at least
several hundred thousand years.

In case of groundwater intrusion into the repository, the effectiveness of the
barrier chain is determined by the behaviour of the seals of crushed rock salt.
These seals are the last engineered barriers, and may or may not behave like a
natural barrier. The behaviour of these seals is determined by the process of
compaction creep of the crushed rock salt.

Spiers and co-workers have performed extensive theoretical and experimental
studies into the compaction creep of crushed rock salt [1]. They demonstrated
that compaction creep is governed by the process of Fluid Assisted Diffusional
Transfer (FADT). Their model for the compaction creep of crushed salt was
incorporated in the code EMOS_ECN, which has been used by ECN during the
last five years for safety analyses of rock salt repositories for radioactive wastes
[2].

Because of the importance of the behaviour of the seals of crushed rock salt in
the safety concept of a rock salt repository for radioactive wastes, the model for
the process of compaction creep of crushed rock salt developed by Spiers and
co-workers has recently been reexamined in detail. After a close reading of the
derivation of the expression for Fluid Assisted Diffusional Transfer (FADT)
controlled compaction creep described in Spiers et al. [1] and the alternative
version of Callahan et al. [3], a number of possible improvements of this
derivation were found. Some of these are explored in this report.

In the model of Spiers and co-workers the rock salt is modelled as a granular
aggregate of spherical grains. In Chapter 2 the derivation of the original Spiers'
model is followed and extended by exploring the idea of mass conservation.
Since the behaviour of the resulting model still deviated from the experimental
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Improvements of Spiers model for compaction creep of crushed rock salt

results, the model derivation was repeated for an aggregate of polyhedrons. This
is described in Chapter 3. The behaviour of this alternative model turned out to
be approximately identical to that found in experiments.
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2. Packed array of spheres

The derivation of the model developed by Spiers et al. [1] for compaction creep
of crushed rock salt is based on a packed array of spherical salt grains. In this
chapter the derivation of Spiers' model is followed, with the main exception that
no small strain approximations are made. Furthermore, the results obtained using
the model are compared with measured data.

2.1 Starting point and assumptions

As in [1] the granular aggregate is modelled by a closely packed array of
spherical grains, each of diameter d. This aggregate is subject to an external
hydrostatic pressure P and a pore fluid pressure Pr

The following assumptions are equal to those made in [1]:
1. Grain contacts possess a dynamic stable island structure. This allows access

of the fluid to the boundary and allows gradients in normal stress to be
supported.

2. Individual atoms at grain contacts are assumed to behave as if subject to a
normal stress averaged over island-scale interfacial perturbations.

3. Grain contacts are assumed to remain planar throughout compaction and the
grain surfaces are assumed to remain spherical.

4. The effect of grain boundary sliding is assumed to be negligible in
comparison with interfacial/diffusive mass transfer.

5. Surface energy effects are assumed to be negligible.

In contrary to [1] no small strain approximations are assumed to be valid. This
implies, in particular, that the curvature radius of the spheres is not taken to be
constant.

2.2 Thermodynamic driving force

Based on the above assumptions each grain contact supports an average normal
stress:

ECN-R-96-009, Rev. 1



Improvements of Spiers model for compaction creep of crushed rock salt

where
Pe : effective pressure, Pe** P - Pf [Pa = kgm2/s2]
P : external hydrostatic pressure [Pa]
Pf : pore fluid pressure [Pa]
on

e: effective average normal stress [Pa]
a : average contact area relative to average grain area

Using the same definitions as in [1]
x : distance of the grain centre to the contact area;
r : radius of the contact area,

for a cubic packed array of spheres (which will be assumed throughout this
derivation), the effective average normal stress (2.1) can be written as (r < x)

(2.2)

In small strain situations the variables x and r can be written as

( 2 '3 )

where
e : linear strain
ev : volumetric strain,

so that expression (2.2) can be written as

K l - ( 1 - O » * ne

which is somewhere in between the equivalent expressions in [1] and [3].

For a rhombic packed array of spheres, the leading factor in expression (2.4)
becomes a factor Vxf3 smaller, but the leading factor 3/TIT/"2 expressed in [1]
could not be reproduced.

In association with the average normal stress (2.1), the atoms (ions or molecules)
at the grain contacts possess an average excess free energy with respect to the
pore wall sites equal to

AF - Q o ; (2-5)

where Q [m3] is the molar volume of the solid. This excess in free energy at the
grain contacts provides a driving force for dissolution at the contacts, diffusion
through the grain boundary fluid and precipitation in the pores, thus leading to
compaction creep. In [1] it is stated that of these three consecutive processes the
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Packed array of spheres

process of diffusion through the fluid is the slowest, thus controlling the
compaction creep. The remaining of this chapter is a comment on the derivation
of diffusion controlled creep in [1].

2.3 Diffusion controlled creep

The potential drop (AF) between grain contacts and pores is the driving force for
the diffusion. Assuming that equilibrium is attained within the pores themselves,
the average driving potential for the diffusion of solid atoms through the fluid-
permeated grain contact can be written as

Ap - AF - if (2.6)
A(x,r) *

where A(x,r) is the average area of a grain contact,

A(x,r) - Ttr2, r<x
fx\ I _

- r2(n- 4arccos — D + 4* yr2-*2 , x<r<\/2x
vl

Now the average radial distance D(*,r) which atoms must diffuse is

D(*,r) - _ 1 _ [ !*-*(*)AU,r) J " - -

(2.7)

(2.8)

where bjix) is the point of the pore volume closest to x, so

D(jt,r)-A(xfr) - i

D(x,r)-A(x,r) - — (7t-4arccos

xr
r2-x2

x k 3

x+r

r<x

svxx (2.9)

ir2-:

and D(x,r)=r/3 for r<x, D(x,r) T 0.54 r if r T / 2 * .

The average driving potential gradient can be written as

. Au _ 4x2

D(jc,r) A(x,r)-D(x,r)
(2.10)

Since all the potential drop is used in driving the diffusion, the solid will be in
equilibrium throughout the contact zone. Thus, diffusion in the contact fluid will
be governed by Fick's first law, written in the form
where
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J - -E£L-V\i (2.H)

/ : the volumetric flux vector [m3/m2/s]
D : the effective diffusion coefficient of the solid in the contact fluid [m2/s]
C* : the effective solubility of the solid in the contact fluid [mol fraction]
k : Boltzmann's constant (1.3806-10'23 [J/K])
T : absolute temperature [K]

Substitution for Vj4 from expression (2.10) leads to the following relation for the
average radial flux through the grain contact

I J I - DC* 4 * 2 (2.12)
1 ' kT A(x,r)-D(x,r) e

This radial flux acts through an area B(x,r)-S, in which B(x,r) is the length of
the boundary of the grain contact bordering the pore volume

r<x
n (x\ r- (2-13)- 8(—-arccosLlbr, x<r<fix4 [rj

and S is the average thickness of the grain boundary fluid. So, the total volume
of material leaving each grain contact area in unit time can be written as

c ' ' )5
kT A(jt,r)-D(jc,r)

The average velocity of dissolution of grain contacts with respect to the grain
centres is

2A(x,r) 2kT A2(x,r)-D(x,r) e

2.4 Grain volume conservation

Until now, with the exception of the adoption of the small strain assumption, the
derivation has followed the line of Spiers et al. [1]. However, in [1] the grain
size d is treated as a constant, thus implying a loss of mass (grain volume)
during compaction. But mass that is transferred from the grain contact areas will
also precipitate on grain surfaces exposed to the pore volume, thus leading to an
increasing value of d.
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Packed array of spheres

Assuming that free grain surfaces remain spherical (sec. 2.1, assumption 3),
conservation of the grain volume determines the development of the grain size
d. Introducing the angle variable \p - arctan(r/jt) (so x *> d/2 cos(\}f) and
r«d/2 sin(\|/), see Figure 2.1), conservation of grain volume yields

), with

- lcos(\|f)-2cos3(v)-2,
it 2>

9 3
- __cos (\|f) -_cos3(\j/) - 2 +

+ 1 cosJ (\|/) V tan2 (\jr) -1 +2 arccos (_I )
sin(\jr)

- cos (\\r)[2 + sin2(\j;) ] arccos (cotCy))

contact

Figure 2.1 Geometry in grain contact cross-section

Introducing new functions of \jf for the earlier defined function A, D and B by
A(x,r) - c? • A(v)
D(*,r) - d • D(v) (2.17)

the true volumetric strain rate can be written as

P - 1-e.

so 3tan(\|r)

cos(\jf) B(\jr)

(2.18)
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2.5 Discussion

Assuming that an initial porosity (j)0 has been reached by compaction under the
same assumptions as in sec. 2.1, a new volumetric strain Ev can be introduced
which depends on this initial porosity (|>0. The true volumetric strain rate can be
shown to exhibit Ev'

1 - Ev'
2 behaviour for Ev in the range 5 - 25% and

asymptotically goes to zero as Ev T <|>0. However, the true strain rate behaviour
in this range in experiments is more like EV'A (e.g. [1], Figure 3.17).

To resolve this discrepancy three model adjustments are proposed here:

A. Incorporation of flow resistance in porous media
For saturated porous material (as is assumed here) the incompressible
water in the pores has to be squeezed out during compaction. Since
porous materials exhibit resistance to porous flow (which increases with
decreasing porosity), this resistance causes increasing pore pressures and
accordingly lower effective pressures, thus decreasing the compaction
rate. However, this model adaptation would mean a dependency of the
true volumetric strain rate on the total volume of the compacting porous
medium, which is not reported in [1].

B. Distribution of initial compaction state
The starting point of an experiment is not a cubic array of salt spheres,
but more like an ensemble of grains in all stages of development
towards the cubic end form. This implies that the macroscopic
compaction creep could be approximated by the development of
compaction using a distribution of initial \|f values. Furthermore, the
initial infinite compaction rate can be avoided in this way!

C. The use of other grain shapes
In [1] the use of other grain shapes is also suggested: the relative area
of grain contacts A is said to behave as ev

2 for cubic shapes. Since this
relative area is quadratic in the denominator of the expression of the true
volumetric strain rate (2.18), this would lead to the same kind of
behaviour as seen in experiments.

In [1] the discrepancy between the model results and the experimental data is
resolved by considering the (5) exponents in Spiers' formula for the true strain
rate as fit parameters. This procedure leads to a reasonably good approximation
of the experimental data. However, the differences between the data fits of [1]
and [3] are striking. In fact, such a fit procedure is without physical meaning
and cannot be trusted outside the fit domain.

ECN-R--96-009, Rev. 1



3. Packed array of diamond shapes

The development of idea (C) of sec. 2.5 seems straight forward, so this idea is
explored further in this Chapter.

Figure 3.1 Cubic array of 'diamond' shapes (polyhedrons with 24 + 6 faces)

ECN-R-96-009, Rev. 1
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3.1 Starting point and assumptions

The starting point and assumptions addressed in sec. 2.1 have to be slightly
altered:

• instead of a packed array of spheres, a packed array of 'diamond' shapes (24
faces) is assumed (see Figure 3.1);

• instead of spherical grain surfaces (second part of assumption 3), flat surfaces
are assumed.

Again a cubic grain packing is assumed: the diamonds only touch each other at
their corners.

3.2 Thermodynamic driving force

Using comparable definitions of x, r, and d as in sec. 2.2 (see Figure 3.2):

x : distance of the grain centre to the contact area;
r : distance of the centre to the corner of the contact area;
d : twice the distance of the grain centre to the (virtual) corners of the

grain, x + a t = 6/2,

contact

a = tan cp

Figure 3.2 Geometry in grain contact cross-section

10 ECN-R-96-009, Rev. 1



Packed array of diamond shapes Resultaten en conclusies

the effective average normal stress at each grain contact expression (2.2) can be
written as (r < x)

&n - ±Ll/> (3-D
2r2 '

In small strain situations the variables x and r can be written as

(3.2)

so that expression (3.1) becomes

ot2 0.3)

which indeed behaves like ev'
2 as stated in [1].

Introducing the angle y - aictan(r/x), the variables x and r can be written as

x - d c o s (¥ ) r . ^ sin(\|/)
2 ( ) i * 2r
2 cos (\|f) + a sin (\|f) * 2 cos (\|/) + a sin (\|r)

3.3 Diffusion controlled creep

The functions A, D, and B introduced in sec 2.3 can now be derived in a similar
way. The average area of a grain contact is A(xyr) « cf • A(\JA), where

(cos(\j/)+asin(\j;))

(cos(\|^)+asin(\|;))
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The average radial distance which atoms must diffuse is D(x,r) - d • D(ijf),
where

6 cos(\|f)+asin(\|r)

Py sin3(\);)-8(sin(\tf)-cos(\|f))3
 +

(cos(\j;)+asin(\j/))

) \

L̂<-̂ *< arctan2
4

(3.6)

The average length of the boundary of the grain contact bordering the pore
volume is B(x,r) - d-D(\|/), where

cos(\j;)+asin(\|;)

~s in

cos(\};)+asin(\jr)

(3.7)

—<\]/< arctan2
4

3.4 Grain volume conservation

The function V introduced in sec. 2.4 governing the volume conservation,
d3(O)/d3(i|f), becomes for the diamond shapes

Y

(3.8)

2 1 +

d+a)3

l+a/3

a/3 I cos (\|/) + a sin (\|f) J

cos(\j;) y_ aY2cos(\j/)-sin(\jr)
I cos(\j;) +asin(\|f) I 6 I cos(\j/) +asin(\|/) J _

< arctan2

so, eventually, the true volumetric strain rate becomes

• ~DC'QS p
e cos(\\r) B(\jf) V(\|f)

P " 3 ps—•*—r*7 r—;
* y t/o (cos(\|f)+asin(\|f)J A2(\|f)

(3.9)
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Packed array of diamond shapes Resultaten en conclusies

and

so p -

(1+a)3 { cos(V) J

. cos(\|/)+asin(\|f)
V J

3 a

cos (\jr) (cos (\jr)+a sin (\j/))

(3.10)

3.5 Discussion

Again, introducing a new volumetric strain Ev which depends on an initial
porosity <J>0 and using an a corresponding to a 5% larger 'true' initial porosity
tyo (for <j)0 - 40%: a - 0.23, corresponding to <|>o

e - 42%), this expression for the
true volumetric strain rate can be shown to behave like Ev'

4 for Ev in the range
5 - 2 5 % and also goes asymptotically to zero as Ev T <)>0.

So the use of diamond shapes instead of spheres indeed gave the desired
improvement in Ev behaviour of the true volumetric strain rate!

If for the temperature dependence of the true volumetric strain rate the same
'single mechanism' Arrhenius form is used as in [1], a good fit to the data in [1]
Figures 3.16 and 3.17 can be found (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). This fit is given by

24600 p

P - 13.66 •e~"irr-_L- cos(\jf)

(cos(\}f)+asin(\|r)) A2(\|f)
(3.11)

where a is the real positive solution of

l+cc/3

(1+a) 3

or a *

-l-<j>o\ so a « <t»S(0.375+0.2644>S+0.213(<J>S)2)

2

3(1-<|>O)
\ )

1/3
1
6

f \
2

3(1-<|>O)

- 1

and y\r is the solution of

( l + q t a n ( y ) ) 3 - l a tan3(y)- l "^ , if tan(\|;)<l,
2 1 -ft 1 -tf

and tan (w) - 2 - __-L , otherwise,
a

(3.12)

(3.13)
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As in [1], the leading term in (3.10) is about 3 orders lower than might be
expected from substitution in (3.9) of values for the variables Z>, C* which
correspond to the properties of the bulk NaCl solution and assuming <S=10'7 m,
in accordance with the microstructural observations. A tantalizing solution of this
discrepancy is to assume that the process of rock salt compaction creep is
governed by Fluid-Assisted Diffusional Transfer at the interface of the 'islands'
in the grain contact areas, where the thickness of the boundary fluid must be in
the order of the atom distances in the rock salt lattice, S « 10"10 m.

The curves derived using the new compaction model show a distinct kink 'just
before' the maximum strain rate is reached. This kink originates from the
transition from one compaction regime to another at \|/ »> n/4. The use of a
distribution of initial compaction states in the model for the granular aggregate
(see idea B of sec. 2.5) would certainly soften this transition behaviour.

Implications

As an alternative to the original model of Spiers and co-workers [1], the model
derived above has been implemented in the EMOS_ECN code [2]; this code is
used to calculate the releases to the geosphere of radionuclides from a repository
in rock salt. The differences between the results of both models are striking: all
trials with the new model so far gave no releases at all!

A closer look into the differences in the behaviour of both models in
EMOS_ECN showed that up to a porosity of several percent the behaviour of
both models was very similar. However, in contrast with the new model, for
smaller porosities the compaction - in the Central Field, i.e. the top of the
repository, where the groundwater intrusion is most likely to occur - with the
original Spiers' model [1] slows down very quickly, leaving a way open for the
brine in deeper parts of the mine to be squeezed out, resulting in a release of
radionuclides. Even the use of optimal backfill (« 5 wt% brine) with the original
Spiers' model could not prevent a release to the geosphere. However, the use of
optimal backfill with the new model results in a very rapid closure of the seals
in the repository, even before the end of the exploitation of the repository.

The striking differences between the results obtained using the two models
clearly indicate the need for further experimental research into the end-
compaction behaviour of rock salt backfill.

14 ECN-R-96-009, Rev. 1
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Comparison of both models with experimentaia data ([1] fig. 3.16)

Pe=8.0,6.0, 4.2,3.1, 2.1,1.1 MPa, (^=40% - a=0.23, so <j>0
e=42.1 %

Poley
Spiers
Experiment
Poley
Spiers
Experiment
Poley
Spiers
Experiment
Poley
Spiers
Experiment
Poley
Spiers
Experiment
Poley
Spiers
Experiment

-1,6 -1,5 -1,4 -1,3 -1,2 -1,1 -1 -0,9 -0,8 -0,7 -0,6 -0,5 -0,4

Figure 3.3 Comparison with [1] Figure 3.16
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Comparison of both models with experimental data ([1] fig. 3.17)
Pe=2.1,1.05, 0.53 MPa, <|>o=4O% - a=0.23, so <|)oe=42.1 %

-4 +c

-5-

—o—Poley
—a—Spiers
• - o - • Experiment

o Poley
—»- - - Spiers
- - "0- - • Experiment

ft Poley
""•"A"'"* Spiers
• - tr - • Experiment

-1,6 -1,5 -1,4 -1,3 -1,2 -1,1 -1 -0,9 -0,8 -0,7 -0,6 -0,5 -0,4

Figure 3.4 Comparison with [1] Figure 3.17
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4. Conclusions

The results obtained with the model for the process of compaction creep of
crushed rock salt developed in this report match the measurements as well as the
results obtained with the model developed by Spiers and co-workers [1]. In
contrast to the Spiers' model, the new model does not contain shape functions,
which makes it more suitable for extrapolation beyond the experimental domain.
The best-fit value of the single fit-parameter in the new model can be explained
by assuming that compaction creep of crushed rock salt is governed by Fluid-
Assisted Difrusional Transfer at the interfaces of the 'islands' in the contact
areas, where rock salt grains actually touch each other.

The striking differences between the results - in terms of releases from a rock
salt repository to the geosphere after groundwater intrusion - obtained using the
two models clearly indicate the need for further experimental research into the
end-compaction behaviour of rock salt backfill.
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